SPRING/SUMMER 2019.
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TARTALOM

Spring
revival

Wonderful shades and
inspirations at Douglas!
MOM PARK GROUND FLOOR
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Invigorating spring
Springtime on the table
Clear? Yes
Classics reimagined
Both feet on the ground
Step outside!
Summer is coming
Kiss the sun
Adventure is waiting
Step it up
Decisive action
Paint your mood!
Momentum with Nespresso!
Oui& renascence
Bon apetit!
Timing is key
Born to be free
Balance your life
Springtime in gastronomy
A sip of early summer!
Get your balance
Nice slice
Maximum unwinding
Amsterdam calling
Books to read
Movies to see
Publishing information

spring

COLORFUL

Finally, the cold winter days are gone! MOM Park
and its selection colors your days with the freshness
of spring. With the awakening of nature, flowers
become an essential part of our lives, freshness and
colors move into our homes and wardrobes. That's
why we also surrendered to the inspiration of pastel
colours and gathered a bunch of the seasonal trends.
In addition to our trend guide, springtime also offers
a surprise for our customers, since we have prepared
a prize game for you between 18 March and 5 May.
By purchasing during this period, you can win our
grand prize, a trip to Amsterdam, the home of tulips,
or you may even win our weekly prizes!
Of course, spring won’t pass without the popular
MOM Park Shopping Days this spring! If you want
to increase your chances of winning, don't miss the
event that will take place between 2 May and 5 May
and will offer amazing discounts and special deals!
Looking forward to seeing you in MOM Park.

Anna Szegedi
Marketing and PR Director, MOM Park
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SPRING

ON THE TABLE

After the cold, gloomy and grey winter days,
the charm of spring can bring beauty to our
lives. Some nice flowers can make wonders
and make your home inviting immediately.
Just putting a few freesias, tulips, anemones,
hyacinths, daffodils or buttercups in a
vase will make the interior look stylish
and elegant. You can buy them at the
Arioso flower shop, but if you want a more
complicated bouquet, turn to our experts
who will compile a gorgeous bouquet using
the currently available selection of top
flowers.
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Get the
buzz!

BUTLERS: Geometric glass: HUF 1,290 / Watering can: HUF 2,490 / Eucalyptus branches: HUF 990 / Furry purple pillow: HUF 14,900 / Paper lighting chain HUF 3,990 /
Pineapple lighting chain: HUF 3,990 / Golden vase: HUF 5,900 / Sun mirror: HUF 9,900 / Small pink glass: HUF 990 / Big pink glass: HUF 1,290 / Turquoise vase: HUF 3,490 /
Purple tray: HUF 6,990 / Pink tray: HUF 4,990 / Striped gold pot: HUF 2,990 / FLORISTA cream-colored faux flower: HUF 1,990/pcs / FLORISTA faux flower, buttercups:
HUF 1,290/pcs / FLORISTA faux flower, peony bouquet: HUF 1,690
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Light?YES

How to regain your glow? Nature helps you renew yourself. Use your favorite
light shades, and do not be afraid to vibrate with the budding flowers around
you! If you do not feel so brave, you can try an accessory with floral patterns
first.
Coat - MAX&Co.: HUF 107,100

Sandals - MICHAEL KORS: HUF 47,000

Sunglasses  - H&M: HUF 3,495
Coat - LIU JO: 142 590 Ft
Necklace - PANDORA: HUF 27,900
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Shopper - FURLA CORONA: HUF 118,500

Scarf - COCCINELLE: HUF 34,900

Floral pattern dress - MAX&Co.: HUF 117,290 / Pink shopper - FURLA: HUF 80,000 / Bracelet with colorful charms - PANDORA: HUF 166,600 /
Triple rings - PANDORA: HUF 10,900, HUF 22,500, HUF 19,500 / Golden plant leaf candle holder - ARIOSO: HUF 17,500 / Golden bird - ARIOSO: HUF 15,900 /
Transparent blue vase - BUTLERS: HUF 3,990 / Turquoise vase - BUTLERS: HUF 3,490 / Wavy pink vase - BUTLERS: HUF 5,490 /
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CLASSICS
REIMAGINED
The warmer weather is a great opportunity to wear classic, yet
playful shapes on your legs again. Striped and checked patterns
will again be an essential part of your wardrobe, and the
conservative line will be made more exciting by the vibrant colors
inspired by Calzedonia's spring&summer catalogue. Of course,
dots that had been so fashionable last year are back this year
again, as they are a delightful addition to certain sets.

BOTH FEET

ON THE
GROUND
The seasonal shoes of Salamander reflect two
faces of nature. On the one hand, wild animal
patterns dominate the summer shoes imagined by
designers: snakeskin, striking flowers, and exciting
details of flora and fauna.
However, those who prefer a more modest style
will also have a choice, since the other trend is
dominated by semi-natural materials. Quality
leather, comfortable corkwood and exclusive
textiles. Get to know them and approach
fashion with every single step you take.

Total shaper body shaping
stockings with a back stripe:
HUF 4,195

With contrasting dots:
HUF 3,195
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Diamond patterned fishnet:
HUF 3,195

Semi-transparent, soft to the touch, in 12
colours: HUF 1,995
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outside!

STEP

Natural materials, shapes and colors are still
very fashionable for men. The dominant
shades are earth brown, deep ocean blue and
forever elegant black. The trend emphasized
masculine features and reflects instinctive
power.

Tommy Hilfiger shopper GRIFF COLLECTION:
HUF 93,510

Tommy Hilfiger shirt GRIFF COLLECTION: HUF 31,410

Socks - GANT: HUF 4,750

Fine Merino cardigan - GANT: HUF 59,990
The linen banker reg shirt - GANT: HUF 53,990
01. slim twill chino trousers - GANT: HUF 45,990
Pepe Jeans men's shoes - OFFICE SHOES: HUF 22,990
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Tommy Hilfiger belt GRIFF COLLECTION:
HUF 21,510

White shirt - LAAG&HILL: HUF 19,990 / Dark blue trousers - GANT: HUF 56,990 / Dark shoes - GANT: HUF 43,990 / Dark blue suit - GANT: HUF 92,900 /
Brown leather belt - GRIFF: HUF 16,900 / Brown men’s watch - GUESS: HUF 45,000 / Wine glass - BUTLERS: 2490 Ft / Pouffe - BUTLERS: HUF 24,900 /
Bird - ARIOSO: HUF 17,900 / Leaf tray - ARIOSO: HUF 4,900 / Wine - Konyári Loliense white 2018 - BORTÁRSASÁG: HUF 2,490 / Faux flowers - BUTLERS: from HUF 1,690
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SUMMER
IS COMING

VINTAGE BEAUTY Anti-aging serum

sun

KISS THE

The public prize winner of the ‘Joy Prix
de Beauté’ 2018 competition in the
‘Women's Luxury Facial Care’ category
greatly reduces wrinkles, stimulates

Warming weather presents new challenges to

collagen production, and results in

skincare: Bringing new shine to our face worn by

elastic, smooth and hydrated skin.

In 2019 Pantone chose coral to be the

frosty winter while protecting its precious texture.

Emporio Armani sunglasses - OPTIC WORLD
Price: contact your dealer

Color of the Year. Whether you choose

Therefore, your skin requires concentrated nutrition

coral or its pastel siblings, you can make

EXTRA INTENSIVE cream 40 mL

with multiple efficiency, to help it revive and refresh.

no mistake! Do not be scared of light

This rich and silky formula made

colors! They tend to soften your features

of luscious oils keeps reviving

and can be combined well with other

your skin.

hues. In the case of sunglasses, they

APIVITA - WINE ELIXIR Anti-wrinkle serum 30ml

provide an amazing contrast with dark
glass, and make you look like

Suitable for every skin type, reduces wrinkles,

Michael Kors
sunglasses OPTIC WORLD
Price: contact
your dealer

a Hollywood star.

results in tighter skin and a lifted face contour.

APIVITA - WINE ELIXIR
Anti-wrinkle face cream

EXTRA INTENSIVE ESSENCE 40 mL

LIGHT 50ml

Its refreshing and lightweight formula

This light cream rich in antioxidants

absorbs quickly and provides an even

reduces deep wrinkles, tightens

energizing feeling.

and elasticizes the skin, enhances

Sensaya sunglasses VISION EXPRESS: HUF 34,990

In Style sunglasses for men VISION EXPRESS: HUF 23,990

collagen and elastin formation.
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is waiting

ADVENTURE
Straw hat - H&M: HUF 3,495

You have spent enough time at home in winter, spring is the official start
of amazing adventures. Leave your comfort zone and try something new!
Comfortable training shoes, a protective hat, fashionable sunglasses and
different sized bags will be your best friends on the go!
Karl Lagerfeld shoes OFFICE SHOES: HUF 61,990

Sunglasses - MICHAEL KORS: HUF 50,000

Leather backpack –
MICHAEL KORS:
HUF 123,000

Fore ufo smart mask facial
treatment device DOUGLAS: HUF 97,990
Cosmetic set - FURLA: HUF 50,000
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Trolley - GUESS: HUF 45,490 / Pullover with “Au revoir” sign - H&M: HUF 5,995 / Rose gold sleep mask - H&M: HUF 1,495 / White and pink shopper - FURLA: HUF 94,500 /
TIFFANY&CO. blue ombre sunglasses - OPTIC WORLD: HUF 108,990 / Flat linen shoes - CCC: HUF 12,500 / Green belt - CCC: HUF 1,590 / Floral shawl - COCCINELLE: HUF 34,900 /
Red wallet - COCCINELLE: HUF 13,900 / Cotton and white magnolia shower gel - MÜLLER: HUF 1,290 / VALENTINO DONNA ACQUA perfume - MÜLLER: HUF 27,900 /
Pink notebook - BUTLERS: HUF 1,990 / The Lesser Bohemians book - LIBRI: HUF 3,990 / Rabbit, run book - LIBRI: HUF 3,990 / Camera - MICHAEL KORS: HUF 41,000 /
Books - LIBRI: HUF 3,990/pcs / Wooden bracelet - MOHITO: HUF 1,995
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Stiletto - MOHITO: HUF 9,995

HE
STEP

LS

Cersei Pump shoes - MICHAEL KORS: HUF 47,000

Sooner or later a real woman needs to wear
stilettoes. The secret is to find the type you enjoy
wearing, which boosts your confidence and makes
you feel feminine. Designers offer a wide variety:
each trend from low heels to classic stilettos adds
something to reflect your personality.

Sandals - MAX&Co.: HUF 82,450
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itEup
Shoes with bow for women NERO GARDINI: HUF 48,990

DECISIVE

Multi-strap shoes for women GUESS: HUF 49,990

Hispanitas sling shoes SALAMANDER: HUF 49,990

1

ACTION

3

2

Lacoste Esparre shoes OFFICE SHOES: HUF 31,990

5

Pepe Jeans Tinker Pro
Premium shoes OFFICE SHOES: HUF 28,990

Allegedly, the shoes of a man tell everything about
him. A nice and clean footwear brings about positive
associations. In 2019, you can be elegant or sporty:
natural materials and colors will enhance your
elementary power.

Griff Casual shoes GRIFF COLLECTION:
HUF 17,910  
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Lanetti shoes - CCC: HUF 9,790

Leather shoes for men SALAMANDER: HUF 47,990
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aint

P

YOUR MOOD!

Sensai Blooming Blush
Shine enhancement blush DOUGLAS: HUF 14,990
MAC Extra
Dimension
Skinfinish powder DOUGLAS:
HUF 9,600

Vichy Mineral 89 50 ml EVITAL pharmacy:
HUF 7,010
Luxe Lip Color
Pale Coral lipstick BOBBI BROWN:
HUF 11,600
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Highlighter Palette - BOBBI BROWN: HUF 15,700

Cosmetics companies also tune in to
springtime. These months are perfect for
wearing powdery colors with bolder, but
still warm shades. The Color of the Year,
coral and its hues dominate this area as
well, they are worth experimenting.

Smokey Eye Mascara BOBBI BROWN:
HUF 9,800

Artdeco Galaxy Glam Highlighter MÜLLER: HUF 7,990
Artdeco Camouflage liner MÜLLER: HUF 3,790

Robe with plant pattern - INTIMISSIMI: HUF 24,990 / Top with plant pattern - INTIMISSIMI: HUF 11,990 / Soft towel - GANT: HUF 7,990 / Oval earring - SILVER ISLAND: HUF 47,300 /
Jo Malone English pear perfume - DOUGLAS: HUF 18,100 / Jo Malone English peony perfume - DOUGLAS: HUF 36,100 / Dior lipstick - DOUGLAS: HUF 12,600 /
Small vase - BUTLERS: HUF 990 / Small flowers - BUTLERS: 990 Ft / LeMer pressed powder - DOUGLAS: HUF 39,890
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INTENSITY
WITH NESPRESSO!
Nespresso coffee capsules may help you fight spring
fatigue every single day. Its unique taste awakens your
senses, making it easier to crawl out of the warm duvet.
Among the novelties you can taste the floral Vivalito
Lungo with higher caffeine content, try distant coffee
specialties of Ethiopia and Colombia in the two latest
capsules of the Master Origin series made using special
procedures, and have a cup of relaxingly creamy Kazaar
cappuccino.
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ethiopia

colombia

kazaar vivalto lungo

RENASCENCE
Floral like spring in nature, light like a breeze in May,
cheerful like a sunny afternoon; these are radiated
by the new collections of Betty Barclay, Oui, Monari,
Marc Aurel and Mac. Previously known as Sento
pop-up store, now called Oui& allows you to try
on high-quality and stylish creations to greet
the new season.
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BON APETIT!
Thanks to the use of healthy ingredients, Bagatellini pastries with cane sugar
and organic bakery products are also on the shelves now. Ardenner, their most
famous bread is available in the store.

Fans of French gastronomy will love the specialities offered by a table! Their
popular product, tasty and melt-in-the-mouth almond croissant is available
everyday!
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BUTLERS PRODUCTS: Woven-like Picnic Blanket: HUF 4,990 / Striped carpet: HUF 4,490 / Blue and purple blanket with plant pattern: HUF 7,990 / Pink pillow: HUF 4,990 / Black&white
pillow with pattern: HUF 9,990 / Mint pillow: HUF 3,990 / Picnic basket: HUF 16,990 / Glass jar: HUF 990 / Buckled glass jar: HUF 1,190 / Smoothie jar: HUF 2,490 / Blue glass: HUF 990 /
Small plates: HUF 1,690 / Bamboo tray: HUF 6,990 / Cutlery set: HUF 4,990 / Egg spoon: HUF 390 / Bowls: HUF 990 / Champagne glasses: HUF 690/pcs / Mini pepper mills: HUF 990 /
Textile napkins: HUF 1,490/pcs / Fruits - SPAR / Pastry - BAGATELLINI / Sandwiches & refreshments - FRUCCOLA / Wine: Zoltán Demeter Birtokbor (Furmint, 2017) - BORTÁRSASÁG: HUF 4,650
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A watch that matches your personality is not just a great way to
make a good impression, but is also the milestone of your royal
virtue, punctuality. The round dial can provide a framework
for all the styles from sporty to elegant and purely romantic.
For those who wish to wear a graceful bracelet by the watch,
we recommend Pandora's airy piece with a choice of charms
that match your style.

Bering watch for men SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 50,900

YOUR STYLE.
YOUR JOURNEY.
Get the latest trends
and win a trip to
the multifaceted
Amsterdam!
Prize game period:
18 March 2019 to 5 May 2019
Details and prize game rules:
www.mompark.hu

Bering watch with replaceable
strap for men - SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 63,900

Bering Classic watch for men SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 72,900

is the key

PANDORA bracelet:
HUF 22,500
Charms: from HUF 10,500
(the choice of charms is always optional)

TIMING
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Watch with stones for
women - GUESS: HUF 31,990

Rosefield THE MERCER watch for
women - SILVER ISLAND: HUF 29,900

Swarovski Crystal Lake watch for
women - SILVER ISLAND: HUF 92,900
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BALANCE
YOUR LIFE

BORN

TO BE FREE
WIWE Cardiac Diagnostic Device

DJI MAVIC 2 PRO
1” Hasselblad image sensor, 4K video quality, 4 Hyperlapse and
panorama modes and several further advantages are packed
in this great drone.
HUF 468,990

Health is irreplaceable. Recognize cardiac
problems in time with your WIWE Cardiac
Diagnostic Device, which you can buy using
your health insurance card as well.
HUF 87,990
Extended warranty
Choose iCentre Business Box
extended warranty for your device,
up to 60 days before the expiration
of your manufacturer or dealer
warranty!

BeoPlay A1
MacBook Air 13” (2018)
Slimmer, lighter
and faster than ever.
You can rely on the convincing
capabilities of MacBook
Air 13” (2018) anytime and
anyplace.
from HUF 474,990
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Feminine mini portable speaker in 9 beautiful colors
with Bluetooth technology and hands-free calling
functionality.
HUF 79,990
Apple Watch Series 4 GPS
The Apple Watch Series 4 GPS with its shell-white sport
strap and unique capabilities is a perfect companion of
a sporty lifestyle.
from HUF 149,900

Not only your wardrobe, but your vitamin
reserves need to be reloaded in spring.

Healthy Fruccola fruit and vegetable
juices are available from seasonal fruits
as well, maximizing the quantity of
beneficial nutrients consumed. Available
in several forms: pure juice, mush-ice,
smoothie, shake, made of vegetable
milk as well.

In addition to the fit snacks, Angelo's pastry
shop offers traditional desserts for those
who wish to have a bit of sweetness in the
middle of their diet. The beautiful cakes
are pure seduction themselves.
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Springtime
in
GASTRONOMY
In the new wave version of the popular sushi
variety, delicious rice, vegetables and fish are rolled
into a thin avocado slice. The added few drops of
chili mayo make it into a perfect bite.

Your body will be grateful for a nutritious salad, and your
whole being will benefit from its vitalizing ingredients.
The leading components of our new seasonal salad are tuna,
radish, green apple and cucumber cubes, served with creamy
wasabi and cipriani sauce to the greatest delight of your
taste buds.
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The more colorful a plate, the more tasty and
healthier it is said to be. This is also true for the
springtime course, which combines the harmony
of spinach and mozzarella, delicious chicken
breast, and the roasted potato, cherry tomato
and broccoli garnish filling you stomach while
providing all the benefits of spring freshness.

Sesame opens and reveals a majestic Peking roast
duck coated in essential Chinese spices. It is a great
and harmonious course with the light, citrus salad
garnish.
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ZARDETTO Col Fondó Rizolo
Bottled fermented, unfiltered
frizzante. Rich sip, light fruitiness,
sweet cake taste, very fine bubbles.
HUF 2,250

A SIP OF
EARLY SUMMER!
MATUA Lands &
Legends Sauvignon
Blanc 2018

SHOPPING DAYS
2-5 MAY, 2019
INSPIRATION.
STYLE. DISCOUNTS

Find seasonal
novelties and our
special deals!

Made of the fruits from
the best plants, fermented

SAUSKA TOKAJ
Sárgamuskotály 2018

with our own assorted
yeast strain. Powerful smell,
refreshing acids, citrus fruits,

Rarely experienced content, good
structure, sparkling acidity and fine

maracuja and many other

minerals at this type.

tropical fruits in a layered
flavor.

HUF 2,390

HUF 7,250

IKON Rajnai Rizling 2018
Combination of good acids, juicy apple and
apricot flavor. The crispy texture is rounded up
by 5 grams of remaining sugar.
HUF 1,850

SAUSKA Extra Brut Rosé Pezsgő
There are an increasing number of traditionally
matured Hungarian champagnes, but hardly
any rosés. After tasting the first Tokaji rosé
champagne it is unclear why we had to wait
this long.
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HUF 4,500
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31

GET

YOUR

balance

FAIR

HP Shore T-shirt HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 19,990
Shaping Waist
yoga pants H&M: HUF 6,995

Yoga is more than a sport, it’s a lifestyle. Whether you look at it
as an exercise or as a supplement to other workouts, everyone

wind

Sports, experience, competition. Listen to your

inner wisdom and achieve your goals in style. No

agrees that yoga is an incredibly inspiring pastime, making not

matter what your ambitions are, step aboard and

only the muscles, but also your spirit happy and refreshed. With

grab the steering wheel! Professional accessories

the right tools, you can inspire yourself to achieve higher goals.

will help you defeat all obstacles, sunshine, crazy

Feel free to choose from our selection below.

waves and stormy wind will become your friends.

High support sports bra H&M: HUF 6,995

Medium support
sports bra - H&M:
HUF 2,995

Fitness pants H&M: HUF 5,995

Holmen 5 pants HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 27,990

Nike Elstka Mesh top HERVIS: HUF 9,999

Under Armour Blitzing 3.0
baseball cap HERVIS: HUF 6,999

Hoodie - H&M: HUF 9,495

Under Armour Undeniable 3.0
Small Duffle bag - HERVIS: HUF 12,999
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Sportjogger - H&M: HUF 8,995

Adidas yoga mat - HERVIS: HUF 7,990

Ahiga V3 Hydropower shoes HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 31,990

HP Ocean Fz Hoodie HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 37,990
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TOP
UNWINDING

Amsterdam
CALLING

One of the best and most enjoyable ways of revitalizing is getting
out of the rat race and set out for new adventures. A long weekend
can fill your soul with a fresh impulse and allows you to focus your
attention and efforts on achieving your goals. Vista has several
exciting offers. One of the most popular destinations is

Unexpected events may occur anytime. A tiny annoyance can

Amsterdam, where the lucky winner could travel with their

ruin the long-awaited idyll, especially if you need immediate

partner if they won the prize of our game.

help in a foreign country. Groupama Biztosító offers travel

Duration of the game: 18 March 2019 to 5 May 2019

insurance with a wide range of services, so adventurers only
have to think about enjoying the moment.

The capital of tulips is lover’s paradise with its romantic channels.

Find our offices on Level -1!

Sports fans can discover the new dimension of cycling in the
small streets among beautiful buildings. Thanks to the variety
of gastronomic apps, you can get to know an amazing array of
stunning food, fish and dessert specialties at the street food
stalls, and if you are obsessed with culture, several contemporary
galleries besides the Van Gogh Museum are there to please your
visual senses. Shop around in MOM Park and win this exciting trip
to the multifaceted Amsterdam!
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Books to read

ideas for spring!

FIND

FOR MIND,
BODY AND SOUL

Virág Janits-Szabó

Marie Kondo

David Sheff

Joanna Nylund

Mark Langthorne, Matt Richards

Mariann Beh

Örömfőzés (Joy of cooking)

The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying

Beautiful boy

Sisu: The Finnish Art of Courage

Somebody to Love: The Life, Death and Legacy of

Kitchen in the garden (A kert konyhája)

LIBRI - HUF 5,990

LIBRI - HUF 5,990 Ft

ANIMA bookstore - HUF 3,490

LIBRI - HUF 3,490

Freddie Mercury

ANIMA bookstore - HUF 5,990

ANIMA bookstore - HUF 3,999
Virág, the well-known teacher of Urban Yogi, offers

MARIE KONDO has been fond of magazines for

The journalist father is trying to save his son so

Whoever discovers and retrieves sisu in herself

a simple and lovely introduction into the world of

housewives since she was five.

obsessively that it could be called an addiction.

can bravely face the challenges of life, feels better

ingredients are strong spices. You will not find a better expert

conscious nutrition, happy-eating and meditative

Nowadays she has an extremely successful business in

Utilizing his professional knowledge, he learns to

in her skin and will find her inner center. You will

most fascinating rock stars in the world comes to light.

on this topic than Mariann Beh. As a recognized horticulturist

cooking. She has a bright and cheerful, surprisingly

Tokyo, helping clients transform their cluttered homes

understand the nature of addiction, and seek out all

communicate confidently and resolve conflicts

Somebody to love is a comprehensive biography about

engineer, she has revolutionized the variety of use of herbs,

modern approach and offers support to transform

into beautiful, harmonious and inspiring interiors.

possible treatment options.

more effectively, can become more persistent and

a great man, with private photos and interviews.

wild plants and edible flowers in her own garden.

your life for the better.
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If you wish to taste really special flavors, the most important
For the first time ever, everything about one of the

physically fit. Do you have the courage?
37

MOM Park Shopping Center offers exclusive brands, quality services and culinary
delights to visitors in Budapest’s 12th district. At the junction of the capital, more
than 100 shops and service units offer outstanding quality.

MOVIES TO SEE

Address: H-1123 Budapest, Alkotás u. 53.
Business hours:
Stores:

Restaurants:

Monday to Wednesday:
10.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.*

Monday to Friday:
11.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m.*

Thursday to Saturday:
10.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.*

*Certain stores and restaurants have
different business hours.

Sunday:
10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.*
Accessibility:

FALL IN

After more than ten years, for the joy of fans, even
though everyone’s favorite red didn't get a next
episode, he returns to the cinema with a reboot,
and once again fights the fierce armies of the
supernatural world. After the two highly successful
movies, with a new director and key actor, but with
the same old brutal underworld slaughter, seeks to
compensate viewers for the long waiting.
38

Premiere 11 April 2019

The award-winning movie of Giles Nuttgens invites you to the luxurious 19th century candlelit
France and presents the life of one of the most
important French female writers, who, as one of
the lead characters of the equality movement,
revolutionized literature, theater and fashion.
Premiere 21 March 2019

Circus Director Max Medici uses the help of
former star Holt Farrier and his children to take
care of a newborn elephant, whose oversized
ears subject it to ridicule in the circus struggling
with difficulties. But when they discover that
Dumbo is able to fly, the life of the circus takes an
incredible turn.
Premiere 28 March 2019

LOVE
with the new Crushed
Liquid Lip lipstick!

Due to its liquid formula and its balm effect, it will become your favorite!
Thanks to superfruit extracts and emollients, the lips become smoother,
softer and more hydrated, right after the first use. Saturated pigments
allow you to play bravely with colors.

By car: The parking garage of MOM Park Shopping Center can be accessed
through the Csörsz utca and Alkotás út entrances. There are 4 e-car charging
stations right across the barrier at the Csörsz utca entrance of the parking garage
which allows you to charge your car while you are shopping free of charge if you
pay parking fee.
By public transportation: The Shopping Center is half a minute walk from the
Csörsz utca tram station of tramlines No. 17 and 61 or from the bus stop of
bus lines No. 212, 139, 140, 140 A and 142.
www.mompark.hu
www.facebook.com/mompark
www.instagram.com/mompark
The PARK© Magazin, brand, trademark and logo are the exclusive property of
OTP Ingatlanbefektetési Alap.
PARK© Magazin is a publication of MOM Park Shopping Center.
It is prohibited to reproduce or process any part of PARK© Magazin in any form
or manner without the permission of the right holders.
PARK© Magazin is not responsible for any printing errors.
Creative agency: Café Communications
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MOM Park
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Ground floor

#glamourizing

liujo.com

